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Mary DeVincentis- Dwellers on the Threshold- Narrative Painting, The Pre- Rapha-
elites /Aphantasia and DreamTime 

DeVincentis’ work in series over the last two decades (such as Sin Eaters and Dark Mat-
ters), has been influenced by her study and practice of meditation and of psychotherapy 
and reflects the balance between her relation to her internal world and the external world 
around her. Her work creates a wholly original mash-up and hybrid of Western modern-
ism and post-modernism with classical South Asian and Tibetan art, which reflects who 
she is and the times in which she lives and works. It is a deeply personal iconography 
that investigates the universal dilemmas and mysteries of existence.

In her most recent series, Dwellers on the Threshold, she extends and makes contem-
porary the origins of Victorian Narrative painting founded by the Pre-Raphaelite Broth-
erhood in the late 1840s, during the birth of the Industrial Revolution. This was a time of 
cultural and social dislocation borne of new technologies, a time in which one can find 
parallels with much of the dislocation we feel in this age of meta-information, A.I. and the 
blinding speed of the digital revolution.

The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood felt it was their role as artists to tell moral tales and 
choose subjects that would have challenged audiences of that time. They were fascinat-
ed by recent scientific discoveries, which appeared to disprove biblical chronology.

In Dwellers on the Threshold, DeVincentis draws on myths emerging from her subcon-
scious and from literary and eastern sources to create, through the process and practice 
of painting, an open-ended humanist narrative (less formal or structured than that of the 
Pre-Raphaelites), one of multiple possible readings, that questions individual and collec-
tive morality at a time of great unease and dislocation.

Narrative structure is usually associated with literature and film. While a narrative ele-
ment in painting has always had a specific use to question social norms and is found in 
the work of many contemporary figure painters today (such as Bradford, Doig, Eisenman 
and Figgis to name a few), Mary Devincentis’ use of the narrative is borne out of biolog-
ical imperative as much as a formal choice, for Mary suffers (or in the case of her paint-
ing, benefits) from a condition called Aphantasia.
 
Aphantasia is the suggested name for a condition where one does not possess a func-
tioning “mind’s eye” – those affected cannot visualize imagery. Aphantasia is similar 
to “invisible disabilities” such as face blindness, word blindness, and tone deafness

Mary states in recent interview with ArtFile, “Until I read the article which recently ap-
peared in the New York Times, I assumed that everyone had difficulty creating images 
internally. I had no idea that most people can see pictures in their mind at will. If you ask 
me to visualize something, say for example, my childhood home, I can describe its char-
acteristics to you in words, but my visual mindscape is completely blank. I do see



Iimages while dreaming and during the transitional state between waking and sleeping, 
so the issue seems to be about not being able to voluntarily recreate memories in visual 
terms.”

So what is a Narrative Painting?  Hoakley defines it as the following: “Sometimes you 
use a term over which you think there is longstanding general agreement, only to dis-
cover that others have used it with very different meaning. This is a particular danger in 
fields in which the literature is very weak, as it is in narrative painting.” This article re-ex-
amines the difference between what is understood by a narrative painting, and narrative 
in paintings.

Although there are ongoing disputes as to the exact definition of narrative, I think that 
it is fair to say that it consists of the expression in some form or forms of a story, which 
itself is a sequence of events. The sequence of events requires that there are at least 
two, and more usually at least three (Aristotle’s beginning, middle, and end, which have 
served us so well). The sequence almost always occurs over time: I am not sure that 
many of us would recognize two momentary events occurring simultaneously at different 
locations as forming a narrative, but I am confident that at least one person has experi-
mented with that in writing.

In Devincentis’ deeply secular-spiritual painting practice, ritual and meditation set the 
stage. She may start a painting session by calling on her “elders’’, painters she loves, 
before she starts to work. 

To “find” her stories, and to see her stories, she must walk the tightrope between tapping 
into both her sub-conscious and conscious mind until she can see the image arrive out 
of the process, in part due to her aphantasia, and in part to her belief in what she values. 
This practice is akin to forms of meditation connected to the visual arts found in Eastern, 
Native American and Dreamtime-founding Aboriginal cultures. Her use of slick yupo pa-
per and fluid acrylic paint creates and reinforces an equivalency actualizing this balance 
between control and discovery. The slickness of the paper and fluidity of the paint create 
a material state of immediacy, directness and control, one where an image or a whole 
painting can be wiped out in a moment and repainted, creating simultaneous time se-
quences and adjustments of release and control until the image emerges and suggests 
a narrative in her minds eye that locks and holds - the moment of consciousness com-
pletes. 

One complex and beautifully ambiguous painting entitled Only a Change of Plans fully 
realizes this mediation between the seen and the unseen, the conscious and the un-
conscious.  A large green biomorphic field fills the 60” x 48” panel, revealing a black 
under painting at its edges. At the same time, heavy dollops of black, red and yellow 
paint sit on top of the field, which appear to punch holes in the green field and recede 
while sitting on top of the surface. Three quarters from the bottom of the painting a black 



lozenge shape appears with a figure (Mary herself perhaps?) sitting in that form.  Everything stat-
ed in this terrific painting contradicts itself, from the pictorial space to the surface to the content. 
It is a perfect depiction of losing oneself to find oneself.

Earlier in this essay I drew parallels between Mary’s use of narrative and the use of the narrative 
in the Pre-Raphaelites, primarily because they shared their questioning of moral values in times 
of social dislocation. But the more I reflect on her deeply moving work, and on Mary’s need to 
define her vision through dream states, meditation and ritual, her practice is perhaps more akin to 
the great Aboriginal painters and culture of Australia, where reverence for the land, oral traditions 
and ceremony are centered in the belief of Dreamtime, The Sacred World, and the understanding 
of creation. These great stories are about the beginning of knowledge, from which all natural laws 
came into existence. They are the perfect union of the subconscious and the conscious - one 
where one defines the other – and there is no separation between the two.  As the great Aborig-
inal saying goes:

“We are all visitors to this time, this place. We are just passing through. Our purpose here is to 
observe, to learn, to grow, to love….and then we return.”

Michael David 
Painter/Curator 3 -19 -18



Day Dreamer, 2017
60 x 48” - acrylic on yupo on panel





Dream Up, 2018 
48 x 60” - acrylic on yupo on panel





Dweller on the Threshold, 2017
60 x 48” - acrylic on yupo on panel





Expulsion, 2017
60 x 48” - acrylic on yupo on panel





Last Seen, 2017 
60 x 48” - acrylic on yupo on panel





Matter of Time, 2018
60 x 48” - acrylic and collage on yupo on panel





Night Spinner, 2017
60 x 48” - acrylic on yupo on panel





Only a Change of Plans, 2017
60 x 48” - acrylic on yupo on panel





Seeker, 2018 
48 x 60” - acrylic on yupo on canvas





Self Portrait of Another’s Lifetime, 2018
60 x 48” - acrylic on yupo on panel





Alone Together, 2017
60 x 48” - acrylic on yupo on panel





Below the Radar, 2016
26 x 20” - acrylic on yupo on panel, 





Heaven Can’t Wait, 2017
23 x 35” - acrylic on yupo on panel





Surfacing, 2017 
46 x 35” - acrylic on yupo on panel





The Weight of It, 2017
35 x 46” - acrylic on yupo on panel





Loner, 2016
26 x 20” - acrylic on yupo on panel





Red Sea, 2016
26 x 20” - acrylic on yupo on panel





Swinger, 2016
26 x 20” - acrylic on yupo on panel





Under the Strawberry Moon, 2016
26 x 20” - acrylic on yupo on panel





Waking on Water, 2016
35 x 23” - acrylic on yupo on panel







Painter Mary DeVincentis employs a deeply personal iconography to investigate the 
dilemmas and mysteries of existence. She recently completed the series Dwellers 
on the Threshold, paintings which allude to the experience of a sudden, pervasive 
shift in paradigm in both individual and collective life. This body of work is featured in 
her April 2018 exhibition at David&Schweitzer Contemporary in Brooklyn, New York. 
Previous series include Dark Matters, paintings which explore the shadowy side of 
human experience, and Sin Eaters, which depicts society’s saints, sinners, mar-
tyrs and outcasts. She is represented by David&Schweitzer Contemporary in New 
York and by Gibbons and Nicholas in Dublin, Ireland. Her work has been previously 
exhibited at Life on Mars Gallery, the Painting Center, the International Print Center, 
the Brooklyn Public Library, White Columns and the Brooklyn Museum. It is included 
in numerous public and private collections. DeVincentis earned her Bachelor of Fine 
Arts from Maryland Institute College of Art and a Postgraduate Diploma in Advanced 
Printmaking from Central St, Martins in London, UK.




